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• SUMMARY

• The development of turbine-powered propulsion simulators for high-speed wind
tunnel models has led to a requirement for a bellmouth inlet which can accurately
measure compressor-inlet airflow. A bellmouth inlet was instrumented with total
pressure probes, static pressure probes, and thermooouples for airflow measure-
ment. A calibration of this bellmouth flo_neter against a critical venturi flow-
meter was conducted at the Colorado Engineering Experiment Station, Inc. (CE_I).
The bellmouth was calibrated over a range of sea-level-referenced airflow, m4e/6,
from 0.27 to 0.73 kg/sec. The calibration was done at four inlet pressures ranging
from 58 to 11q kPa (8.q to 16.5 psta). The bellmouth discharge coefficient was
found to vary as a function of bellmouth-throat Maeh number. Over the range of
Reynolds number and Math number tested, Reynolds number was not a significant influ-
ence on the discharge coefficient. The experimental scatter in the data was approx-
imately ±0.25_. The overall acOuraoy (scatter plus bias) of the bellmouth inlet as
a flowmeter was estimated to be ±0.5_ of the flowmeter reading.

INTRODUCTION

NASA Ames Research Center is developing test techniques for high-speed wind
tunnel models utilizing the Compact Multimtsslon Aircraft Propulsion Simulator
(CMAPS) (refs. 1 and 2). Airflow instrumentation Within the propulsion Simulator
must be calibrated against an accurate flowmeter during static tests so that com-
pressor airflow can be accurately determined during wind tunnel tests.

A bellmouth inlet was instrumented as a floemeter to measure compressor airflow

in the propulsion simulator during static tests. A calibration of this bellmouth ,

flowmeter against a critical (sonic-throat) venturl flowmeter was conducted at the _
Colorado Engineering Experiment Station, Inc. (CEESI). This report describes the
procedure and results of this bellmouth calibration.

SYHBOLS

• A area, m2

CD discharge coefficient, mactual
mideal

mass flow rate, kg/sec

M Kaoh number
I
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Pc ambient pressure, kPa "1

Ps statLc pressure, kPa

Pt total preHure, kPa

R ideal gas constant, 287.1 J/k s K for air

TO ambient temperature, K

Tt total temperature, K

Pc
6 ratio of local amb£ent pressure to sea-leVel standard pressure, 101.325

To
e ratio o£ local ae,btent temperature to sea-level standard temperature,

ratio o£ specific heats, 1.4 for air

angular location cn bellmouth, deg from top oenterltne

MODELDESCRIPTION

The bellmouth inlet was designed to have the same internal profile as an _S_E
Iong-radlus nozzle wlth a diameter ratio of 0.5 (ref. 3). Figure I sho_s the geome-
try o£ the bellmouth inlet. The belhnouth throat diameter was 7.62 _n (3.00 in.)
and the inlet diameter was 15.24 ON (6.00 in.), The axial length from the inlet
plane to the tangent point of the elliptical contour with the cylindrical throat was
7.62 cm (3.00 in.). The overall axial length of the bellmouth was 18.16 cm

(7.15 in.). The mounting flange was designed to fit the compressor face of the I
CV£PS. The leading-edge lip of the bellmouth was designed to be removable So that
the bellmouth could be attached to a bulkhead or a plenum chamber.

Figure 2 shows the instrumentation installed in the bellmouth. Four wall- * 3
static pressure orifices, three total-pressure probes, and a trial pressure rake
were installed in a plane 3.81 cm (1.50 in.) downstream of the tangent point
(figs. 2(a) and 2(b)). The total-pressure rake had six eqUal-area-weighted probes,
located at the centerllne and at radial locations of 1.88 cm, 2.q5 cm, 2.90 cm,
3.29 cm, and 3.64 cm from the throat centerline (fig. 2(c)). The other three total-
pressure probes were located 1.88 cm from the throat centerltne (fig. 2(d)). To
simplify data acquisition, the four total-pressure probes at the 1.88-cm radius were
manifolded together to provide a single, averaged, total-pressure measurement.
Similarly, the four static-pressure orifices were manifolded to provide a single,
averaged, static-pressure measurement. Total and static pressures were _easured
with Parosolentlflc Digiquartz 0-158 kPa (0-23 psta) absolute pressure trans-
ducers. Appendix A provides information on these transducers. The five remaining
total pressures fr,)m _he rake were measured with a manometer board to survey the
total-pressure distribution at the throat.
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Three Chromel-Constantan (type E) thermocouplas were installed 3.0 emupotream
of the inlet plane on the lip of the bellmouth. The three thermocouplee were wired
in parallel to the reference Junction to provide an averale temperature measure-
=ent. The temperature was measured with a Kay Dlsistrip Recorder, which provided
the reference Junction compensation and converted the thermooouple output to desreas
Fahrenheit. Appendix A provides information about the Kay Digtstrlp Recorder.

o

TEST SETUP

Figure 3 shows the installation of the bellmouth in the CEESI flow-conditioned
plenum chamber. A porous plate and a honeycomb flow-straightener were installed in
the plenum chamber to provide uniform inlet-flow conditions for the bellmouth. A
15.0-Om instde-dl_neter exhaust duct was connected to the downstream side of the
plenum flange. To e)iminate any flo_ curvature and static pressure distortion in
the bellmouth throat caused by an abrupt area change, an extension tube was attached
to the bellmouth exit. The cylindrical extension tube was 10.0 om long with a
7.62-cm inside diameter.

The complete test setup is shown in figure q. A crittcal-venturt flowmeter and .;
a precision pressure-contrOl valve were installed in the air-supply line upstream of
the plenum. The orltioal-venturt flo_neters were supplied by CEESI. They were
originally calibrated by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) for use as calibra-
tion references. A manual plenum-pressure control valve was installed in the "

exhaust duct.
a

For test conditions which required plenum pressures above ambient pressure at
the test site (approximately 82.7 kPa (12 psta) at 1520 m (5000 ft) above sea
;.evel), the exhaust duct discharged to atmosphere outside the lab. For test condl- *
tlons which required pressures below atmospheric pressure, the exhaust duct was
connected to a vacuum storage reservoir.

TEST CONDITIONS

The bellmouth was calibrated over a range of sea-level-referenced airflow,
_/U/6, of 0.27 to 0.73 kg/sec. To cover ranges of both Reynolds number and Mach
numbers independently, the calibration was done at four inlet plenum pressures.
Data were taken at plenum pressures of 57.9 kPa (8.q psta), 75.8 kPa (11.0 psia),
93.1 kPa (13.5 psta), and 113.8 kPa (16.5 psia). Table 1 gives the test matrix of
airflows attained at the four pressures and four constant values of sea-level-
referenced airflow.

Data were taken twice under each set of test conditions using different
c_ittcal-venturi flok_aeters as calibration standards. This was done to reduce any
bias error from the reference flo_naeters.

The Parosolentifto pressure transducers were calibrated against a precision
mercury barometer once each day. The thermncouples and the Kay Digtstrip Recorder
were calibrated against an ice bath at the beginning of the test.
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RESULTS

For each data point+ a disOl_arp coefficient was calculated as the ratio of the
actual airflow measured by the critical venturi to the ideal airflow calculated from
measurements at the belimouth. The ideal airflow was calculated using the continu-
ity equation for one-dimensional isentroptn flow of ideal gases (ref. q). Appen-
O£x B shows the equations and sample calculations used £n reducing the data.

Figure 5 shows conputed _scharge coefficients for all data versus bellmouth-
throat Maoh ntuaber. The data _a_an at inlet pressures o£ 75.8 kPa (11.0 psta),
93.1 kPa (13.5 psia), and 113.8 kPa (16.5 psia) show very little scatter, approxi-
mately • 0.25_. The data taxes at an inlet pressure of 57.9 kPa (8.q psia) have
signit'ioant soatter_ approximately ±1.5S. This was the result o£ inadequate vacuum
storage at the CEESI facility for the desired test conditions. Test conditions
could not be stabilized when the plenum pressure was below atmospheric pressure. As
the vacuum reservoir filled up, the valve downstream o£ the bellmouth had to be
opened manually, which caused variations in the total and static pressures measured
at the bellmouth. Three high-airflow points at inlet pressures below ambient were
unobtainable because o£ inadequate vacuum capacity.

A least-squares t'lt through the data using a third-order polynomial is Shown in
t'igure 5. Six of the data points taken at 57.9 kPa with greaterthan ±1.0S scatter
were not included in the fit (denoted by solid symbols in fig. 5). The curve £tt
was subject to the additional constraint that the curve could not have a local
maximum value over the range or" Hath number tested.

Data were taken at four inlet pressures to vary the throat Reynolds number
independently oF throat Haoh nu_er. The data from all four inlet pressures t'it a
single curve within the experimental scatter of ±0.25_. This pattern indicates that
over the range o£ Hath number and Reynolds number tested, Math number was the domi-
nant influence on the bellmouth discharge coefficients whereas Reynolds number was
not a sisnit'loant int'luence on belln_outh-discharge coet'i'icients.

The six-probe rake was used to survey the total pressure distribution in the
bellmouth throat. Figure 6 shows a representative pressure distribution. The
bellmouth-throat boundary layer was very thin because the rake did not have probes b_
close enough to the wall to survey the boundary layer because the boundary layer was
very thin.

ERRORANALYSIS

The ParoscientiFlo Digiquartz pressure transducers had a stated calibration
accuracy oF 0.015S of t_tll scale (FS) and a combined precision (repeatability plus
hysteresis) of 0.01_ FS. The expected overall accuracy of the pressure transducers
was therefore 0.025_ FS. The transducers which were used had a range o£ 0-158 kPa
(0-23 psia), so the pressure measurements Were considered to be accurate to
_O.OqO kPa (0.006 psia). Thermocouple measurements w_rc aoOurate to ±1.00°C
(ref. 5).

Appendix B gives an example of how these uncertainties Influence the ideal
airflow calculation in the belimouth. The maximum error in the ideal airflow caused
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by Instrumentation error was estimated to be _1,00_ of the reading. The expert-
mental data showed ±0.25_ scatterf which is considerably better precision than this
analysis Indicates.

The _0.25_ scatter exhibited In the calibration data is the measurement preci-
sion that is expected for this bellmouth. It does not reflect any error In the
deter=tnatlon of the actual airflow from the reference flowmeters or any systematic

' error Crom other aspects of the facility. C££S! estimates the overall airflo_ ....
accuracy o£ airflow calibrations In their facility to be ±0.25_.

The overall accuracy of the bellmouth inlet as a flouaueter may be estimated by
the combination of the measurement preOtsion and the facility calibration accu-
racy. The accuracy Is estimated to be ±0.5_, based on the observed scatter in the
calibration data. However, the absolute error based on the advertised precision of
the transducers could be as hlgh as ±1.25%.

CONCLUSIONS

Within the range o£ bellmouth Hath number and Reynolds number tested, Naoh
number was the dominant Influence on the dlsoharSe coefficient; there was no signif-
icant Influence of Reynold_ number on the discharge coefficient. The discharge
coefficient varies from a _alue o£ 0.966 at a Math number of 0.15 to a value o£
0.972 at a Math number o_ 0.45.

The overall accuracy of this bellmouth inlet as a floweret is estimated to be
±0.5% o£ reading, although the absolute error may be as large aS ±1.25%.

_a
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APP_qI)IX A

INSTRUI_NTSPECIFICATIONS

ParoeolentiflO, Inc. Dlglquartz Absolute Pressure Transducer

Pressure ranse (L_ll scale).... ...... . ..................... 0-23 psla (0.16 HPa)
Repeatability (average about midpoint).... ................. 0.0055 full scale
Hysteresis (average about midpoint) ....... . ................ 0.0055 full scale
Acceleration sensitivity (under _11 Scale pneumatic

pressure load - 0.0085 full scale/s worst axis) ......... 0.00385 full soale/g
Temperature null shift (average deviation over IOO°P

excursion about turnaround point) ....................... 0.00045 full scale/°F
•, (0.00075/oc)
',-_ Temperature sensitivity shift .............................. O.00265/°F (O.00495/°C)

i Vibration senbtttvity ...................................... Negligible

Supply voltage sensitivity ................................. Negligible

! Kaye Instruments, Inc. Digistrip II Digital Multlpotnt Recorder

:I co.fo lty", Input type Range to NES Accuracy
I

i Voltage 32 mY, 65 mV ±(0.0035 reading + 1 count + 3 .V)
i 650mY, 6500mV

(6.5 V)

, Thermocouples
Type E -105°C to 857°C O.O6°C ±(0.0035 reading + O.3°C)

(-158oF to 1576oF)

Type J -I08_'C to 1130°C 0.06°0 :I:(0.0035 reading + 0.3°C)
(-163°F to 2066°F)

Type K -105°C to 1369°0 0.06°C ±(0.0035 reading + 0.3°C) _!
(-157°F to 2496°F)

/

i
System accuracy Includes all instrument errors including maximumconformity devia-
tions, reference Junction compensation with worst-case thermal scatter of input

i terminals, long-term drift, temperature coefflolents_ analog/digital (A/D) oonver-
: Sion errors, and scanner errors. System accuracy, 30 days 20°C to 30°C ambient.

7
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APPBND_XB

Airflow Is referenced to sea-level standard conditions by the ratlca of exist-
ing ambient pressure and temperature to the standard conditions:

6 Po/101.325

The mass flow rate of a compressible gas In a duct is given by the one-
dlmensional_ isentropic, continuity equation:

ildeal : PtA,_ ,_�X_ M2] (Y 1"')

where
r

-[ 2 ['Pt I
": 'J

The discharge coefficient is defined as the ratio of the actual airflow through
the flo_a,eter to the ideal airflow computed from the installed instrumentation.

mactual
Co :

mideal

The maximum measurement error possible in determining ideal airflow was found
by choosing a set of nominal values for each measured quantity, and applying the
maximum error to each quantity. Care aust be taken to apply positive or negative
errors as appropriate to dete_lne the maximum accumulated error.

ChoOsing the nominal values of

Pt = 113.00 kPa

Ps : 108.20 kPa

Tt : 289.0 K

• results in a computed airflow per unit area

m/A : 0.111 kg/seo/m 2
I

Adding the max_nanmeasurement error to each value results in I

IPt = 113.00 = 113.0q kPa

PS 108.20 - o.oq : 108.16 kPa ,I,

Tt 289.0- 1.0 = 288.0K _1
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There valuer result Ln a ocmputed atrFlc_ per unit area

_/A • 0.112 ks/eeo/m 2

The error Ln the oomputed airflow Ls therefore

(0.112 - 0.111)/0.111 = 0.01

or app_oxtmately 1+0_.

8
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TABLg 1.- CALIBRATIO!_TF_T _TRIX O_ NJ_S FLOWS:

m, q/meo

P_, kPa

_,ri'16, kS/no 57.9 75.8 93.1 113.8

0.273 0.1_6 0.205 0.250 0.306
•432 .247 .350 .397 .q85
.568 .325 -- .522 .638
.727 .... .668 .814

4

REMOVABLE LiP BELLMOUTH INLET

I
" r 18.16 =1

•' r'-'""t I

• JO
i ........ '......... 1

• {.
,,_ 1 7 2

BELLMOUTH
PROFILE COORDINATES

1

STA. x y "1

0 0 7.620

l y 1 0.127 6.927ELLIPTICAL PROFILE 2 0.317 6.533
3 0.635 6.09P

4 1.270 5.614
6 1.905 6.100

x 6 2.540 4.780
7 3.810 4.320

8 5.715 3.932

ALL DIMENSIONS IN centimeters 9 7.620 3.81(1
10 18.160 3.810

Figure 1 .- Bellmouth geometry.
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(e) (d)

ALL DIMENSIONS IN centimm,

Fibre 2.- Instrumentation. a) Probe lo_stton; b) probe looatlon (_xial); o) total
presage rake, _ : 0°; d) to_l pressure probe, # : 90 °, 180° , 270 ° .

i
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16.3 20.3 22

-.J _-_ J 244.6 21•----64.3---., _ --7.6 61.0

° 1

t I -_ llO.1 - ls.o
/ \0.6 cm CELL BELLMOU

60% POROUSPLATE HONEYCOMB
1.0 cm THICK, 13 cm HOLES FLOWCONOITIONER EXTENSION TUBE

10 cm LONG

ALL DIMENSIONS IN centbnemn

Figure 3.- Bellmouth Installation In CEF._! plentun chamber.

EXHAUST TO
VACUUM SOURCE
OR ATMOSPHERE

, i. .",,
PRECISION
CONTROL VALVE CRITICALVENTURI PLENUM CHAMB

CALIBRATION REFERENCE
PLENUM PRESSURE
CONTROL VALVE

Figure q.- Bellmouth calibration setup.
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/

CO - 0.239397 M3 - 0.322058 M2 + 0.144420 M + 0.961053

• & •
.985

' 0 I I J
.1 .2 .3 .4 .6

BELLMOUTH THROAT MACH NUMBER

F/sure 5.- Bellmouth dLsoharse ooeff/o/ent vs Bellmouth throat Haoh number.

............ i_
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,, critical venturl flo_neter was conducted at the Colorado Engineering Experl-
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: level-referenced airflow, _/6, from 0.27 to 0.73 kg/sec. The calibration

was done at four inlet pressures ranging from 58 to 114 kPa (8.4 to 16.5 psla).
:. The bellmouth discharge coefficient was found to vary aS a function of

bellmouth-throat Mach number. Over _he range of Reynolds number and Mach !_
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